Humans recognize faces with ease, despite the complexity of the task and of the visual system which underlies it. Different spatial regions, including both the core and extended face processing networks, and distinct temporal stages of processing have been implicated in face recognition, but there is ongoing controversy regarding the extent to which the mechanisms for recognizing a familiar face differ from those for an unfamiliar face. Here, we used electroencephalogram (EEG) and flicker SSVEP, a high signal-to-noise approach, and searchlight decoding methods to elucidate the mechanisms mediating the processing of familiar and unfamiliar faces in the time domain. Familiar and unfamiliar faces were presented periodically at 15 Hz, 6 Hz and 3.75 Hz either upright or inverted in separate blocks, with the rationale that faster frequencies require shorter processing times per image and tap into fundamentally different levels of visual processing. The 15 Hz trials, likely to reflect early visual processing, exhibited enhanced neural responses for familiar over unfamiliar face trials, but only when the faces were upright. In contrast, decoding methods revealed similar classification accuracies for upright and inverted faces for both familiar and unfamiliar faces. For the 6 Hz frequency, familiar faces had lower amplitude responses than unfamiliar faces, and decoding familiarity was more accurate for upright compared with inverted faces. Finally, the 3.75 Hz frequency revealed no main effects of familiarity, but decoding showed significant correlations with behavioral ratings of face familiarity, suggesting that activity evoked by this slow presentation frequency reflected higher-level, cognitive aspects of familiarity processing. This three-way dissociation between frequencies reveals that fundamentally different stages of the visual hierarchy are modulated by face familiarity. The combination of experimental and analytical approaches used here represent a novel method for elucidating spatio-temporal characteristics within the visual system.
Introduction
Despite the necessity to discriminate among thousands of homogenous exemplars (Bruce et al., 2001) , human face recognition is remarkably rapid and accurate across highly variable contexts and under challenging viewing conditions. One striking index of human face expertise is the face inversion effect, the finding that recognition is severely impaired when faces are inverted (Farah et al., 1995; Freire et al., 2000; Megreya and Burton, 2006) . Familiarity of individual faces is another marker of face recognition; for upright faces, recognition is better (Burton, 2013) and faster (Ramon et al., 2015) for familiar than for unfamiliar faces. Furthermore, familiar faces are matched more rapidly than unfamiliar faces (Kramer et al., 2017) and are robust to variations in viewpoint and image format (Freiwald et al., 2016) . There is ongoing debate concerning the representations that permit this advantage for familiar versus unfamiliar face recognition because the neural mechanisms that allow such flexible face recognition are highly complex. To dissociate familiar and unfamiliar face processing more broadly, a fine-grained understanding of the neural mechanisms of face recognition is paramount.
Face recognition is known to recruit a distributed finely-tuned neural network, which is perhaps unsurprising, given the complexity of the stimulus and contributions of perceptual and semantic information. Across the human brain, these regions include both core, visual perceptual regions, and extended, person knowledge regions (Haxby et al., 2000; Gobbini and Haxby, 2007) , but it is unclear to what extent each node in the network is involved in face processing generally rather than face recognition specifically. Collectively, the evidence suggests that the posterior/core regions in the face network such as the occipital face area (OFA) and fusiform face area (FFA) are involved in representing the more structural/visual aspects of face processing (for example (Davies--Thompson et al., 2009; Ewbank and Andrews, 2008) ), in contrast with the more anterior/extended regions of the face network that subserve person knowledge (anterior paracingulate, posterior STS/TPJ, anterior temporal cortex, precuneus), and emotion-related areas (amygdala, insula, striatum/reward system) (Gobbini and Haxby, 2007; Guntupalli et al., 2017) . With respect to differential performance for familiar versus unfamiliar faces, detailed investigations have uncovered spatial and temporal differences particularly within the extended face network, but some effects have also been reported within the core face network, as well. As will be evident below, many open questions remain concerning the neural mechanisms of face recognition.
Spatial differences in face recognition network
Using functional MRI, studies have shown differences for familiar versus unfamiliar faces in many brain regions across both the core and extended face processing networks. In the core network, weaker BOLD activations for familiar compared to unfamiliar faces have been observed in right occipito-temporal regions (Dubois et al., 1999; Rossion et al., 2001; Henson et al., 2000) , but other studies revealed the opposite pattern (Leveroni et al., 2000; Rotshtein et al., 2005) . In contrast to these discrepant results, there is greater consistency in findings in the extended system, revealing a differential response to familiar versus unfamiliar faces (Gorno-Tempini et al., 1998; Leveroni et al., 2000; Nakamura et al., 2000; Rotshtein et al., 2005; Sergent et al., 1992; Landi and Freiwald, 2017) . In one study, when high spatial frequency information was gradually introduced to the input image, activation in core occipitotemporal regions increased with visual information but medial temporal lobe structures (perirhinal cortex, amygdala, hippocampus) and anterior inferior temporal cortex responded abruptly when sufficient information for familiar face recognition was accumulated, primarily implicating the extended network in face recognition (Ramon et al., 2015 ) (see also (Barense et al., 2011) ). Relatedly, two newly-identified regions, the temporal pole and perirhinal cortex, are also activated in a non-linear fashion for familiar versus unfamiliar faces or objects, as revealed in a recent study with non-human primates (Landi and Freiwald, 2017) .
Many possible explanations may account for the differences in responses between core and extended systems. Viewing familiar versus unfamiliar faces is likely to involve differences in multiple facets of perception due to attention, pattern recognition, and other cognitive factors such as emotion and identity processing, all of which might also vary depending on the nature of the required task. Furthermore, many of these processes have proven difficult to separate using fMRI because the BOLD signal does not provide sufficient temporal resolution to assess the propagation of information along the ventral occipital temporal cortex in real time.
Temporal differences in familiar versus unfamiliar face processing
In light of the limitations of BOLD studies in uncovering the temporal dynamics of face perception, investigations utilizing scalp event-related potentials (ERPs) have attempted to clarify the dynamic relationship between early and late stages of processing in the face network (Sadeh et al., 2010) . These electrophysiological measures have revealed differential responses to faces over other objects and effects of variation in face viewpoint are evident early (sub-200ms) , involving the core face network (e.g., Eimer, 2000) . The later N250 and P300 components have generally been associated with higher-level, view-invariant processes such as integration with semantic and name information (Tanaka et al., 2006) and emotion perception (Campanella et al., 2013) , and are therefore characteristic of the extended face network. Face recognition clearly influences the temporal dynamics of face processing because participants respond faster to familiar than unfamiliar faces (Ramon et al., 2015) . Face inversion typically delays and increases the N170 component (Rossion et al., 2000; Itier and Taylor, 2004; Jacques et al., 2007) , implicating the core face network in one aspect of face recognition, but there is little evidence for familiarity effects during early visual processing. In contrast, face familiarity modulates the amplitude of the ERP waveform around N250ms (Henson et al., 2008; Kaufmann et al., 2009; Schweinberger et al., 2002) , and the magnitude of this component correlates with recognition speed for upright faces (Huang et al., 2017) as well as for learned faces (Kaufmann et al., 2009; Kaufmann and Schweinberger, 2012; Huang et al., 2017) . The later P300 component is also influenced by face familiarity and it, too, is strongly correlated with behavior (Hanso et al., 2010) .
As evident from the above, familiarity appears to impact stages of processing differentially, with more consistent modulation of later ERP components. It is possible, however, that ERP techniques used thus far are not sufficiently powerful to detect subtle changes in the processing within the core face network. Whole brain electrophysiological methods, as adopted in the current study, offer the potential to reconcile discrepancies in the previous literature on familiar versus unfamiliar face processing from both fMRI and ERP methods and to uncover the influence of familiarity at different stages of processing.
Signatures of face processing revealed by frequency tagging
One useful approach for exploring face-specific neural signatures utilizes periodic visual stimulation. Presenting visual stimuli periodically at a specific frequency results in neural responses with the same frequency, which can be measured with EEG, an effect traditionally called the steady-state visual evoked response (SSVEP; Regan, 1966) . This approach has recently been termed fast periodic visual stimulation (FPVS; Rossion, 2014) , typically for "oddball" paradigms, whereby a stimulus or category repeats at a slower frequency within a periodic stream. Repetitive visual stimuli have the potential to tap into different neural processes with different scalp topographies depending on the stimulation frequency. Face-related responses are largest for the 5.88 Hz presentation rate, corresponding exactly to 170ms presentation per face, with a similar topographic pattern over right temporal-occipital electrodes at the N170 ERP component (Alonso-Prieto et al., 2013) . More generally, rapid serial presentation of stimuli has revealed a number of important findings with respect to signal amplitude, including hemispheric-specific differences in enhancement in response to attention (Quek et al., 2018) , FPVS response immunity to temporal predictability (Quek and Rossion, 2017) , and individual differences in FPVS responses as a marker of overall face recognition ability (Xu et al., 2017) . Note, however, that electrophysiological dynamics are not always reflected in greater magnitude in the frequency domain. In the case of adaptation, where images of the same face are repeated, the evoked EEG amplitude is suppressed (Rossion and Boremanse, 2011; Nemrodov et al., 2015; Retter and Rossion, 2017) . The presence of adaptation effects at 6 Hz stimulation frequencies implicates the core face network (e.g., within right FFA) in identity recognition.
FPVS effects at other frequencies have typically been used to study early visual processes and attention. Fast frequency presentations (8-20 Hz or 50-125ms per image) result in large neural responses and are associated with early visual cortex activity, likely because each successive image masks and limits the processing of the previous image (Di Russo et al., 2007; Robinson et al., 2017) . Stimuli tagged with such frequencies typically evoke larger amplitudes when in the setting of both spatial (Morgan et al., 1996) and non-spatial attention tasks (Painter et al., 2014; Müller et al., 2006) . Furthermore, the application of flicker SSVEPs in the face domain has revealed inversion effects at faster (15 and 20 Hz), but not slower (5 and 10 Hz) frequencies (Gruss et al., 2012) .
Whether face-selective effects at fast rates are modulated by familiarity remains unknown. Much remains to be learned about signatures of face processing at slower rates like 3.75 Hz, possibly corresponding with higher-level visual processes, such as those indexed by the N250 and P300 ERP components. Additionally, it remains to be seen if different presentation frequencies can bias distinct visual processes without an explicit attentional manipulation, although it is clear that the EEG signal on the scalp changes with different presentation frequencies, suggesting different neural sources (Jacques et al., 2016) . If indeed a relationship exists between frequency and time domains as proposed by Rossion (2014) , manipulation of stimulation frequency should enhance different stages of visual processing and we explore several of these in the current paradigm.
Current study
The current study used a periodic visual presentation paradigm (flicker SSVEP) to investigate markers of familiar face recognition at different levels of visual processing. Faces were presented within streams of different frequencies (15 Hz, 6 Hz and 3.75 Hz) while participants completed an orthogonal task. Familiar and unfamiliar faces were presented in both upright and inverted configurations, with the overall expectation that familiarity effects would be evident for upright but not inverted faces, given abundant evidence showing that face recognition is compromised for inverted faces (Farah et al., 1995; Freire et al., 2000; Megreya and Burton, 2006) .
The fastest frequency (15 Hz), linked to early visual cortex responses (Müller et al., 2006; Robinson et al., 2017; Norcia et al., 2015) , was likely to limit the extent of the representation within the face network. As such, we predicted that the 15 Hz signal would not yield any differences in the representation of familiar and unfamiliar faces. To the extent that any differences are observed, either in signal amplitude or using a multivariate analysis, these findings likely reflect low-level featural differences or perhaps differences in attention.
We predicted that familiarity effects would be observed at the "slower" frequencies, 6 Hz and 3.75 Hz, which are associated with the N170 and N250 components of face processing, respectively. Thus, we predicted a reduction in the 6 Hz signal amplitude due to differential computation of visual features, perhaps mediated by the FFA, and that the responses to familiar and unfamiliar faces will be separable using a multivariate decoding approach.
We hypothesized that representations of familiar and unfamiliar faces would be distinct at 3.75 Hz frequency, with reduction in amplitude for familiar relative to unfamiliar faces, in accordance with previous ERP research (Zimmerman and Eimer, 2013; Tanaka et al., 2006) . These effects would likely arise in the extended face network, associated with more identity or semantic information. Lastly, we predicted that the separability of familiar and unfamiliar face responses using a multivariate decoding approach would correlate directly with behavioral familiarity, given ample evidence that familiarity effects are strongest in the N250 in the temporal domain (Henson et al., 2008; Kaufmann et al., 2009; Schweinberger et al., 2002) .
Materials and methods

Participants
This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Carnegie Mellon University (CMU). Informed consent was obtained from all participants. Participants were 20 adults, recruited from CMU (13 females). The experiment took roughly 2 h and participants were compensated US $50 for their time. One participant was excluded due to poor behavioral performance on the orthogonal color detection task, indicating lack of compliance. Participants completed the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory and a questionnaire regarding their age, gender race and ethnicity. Participants were Caucasian to avoid the potential influence of the other race face effect (Caldara et al., 2003; O'Toole, Deffenbacker, Valentin and Abdi, 1994) . All participants were right-handed and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Design and stimuli
Experimental stimuli consisted of 100 face identities each of Western celebrities ("familiar" faces) and of Eastern European celebrities ("unfamiliar" faces; Fig. 1 ). Forward facing images were obtained using Google image search. The task of equating familiar and unfamiliar image sets is notoriously difficult, but several steps were taken to equate them while still maintaining natural variation in the images. First, the faces were aligned at the eyes and cropped to an oval to minimize non-face features such as hair and clothing. Second, we used a very large image set (200 images) such that on average, low level image properties were likely similar across conditions. Third, we balanced gender across image sets, using 50 male and 50 female identities total. Fourth, we included 2 images per identity so that neural responses would be more likely to reflect identity processing rather than image-specific processing. Last, the unfamiliar faces were of European celebrities unknown to American participants and served as a matched unfamiliar face set.
On average, familiar and unfamiliar faces were very similar in terms of their low-level features (Fig. 1b) . To confirm the similarity of the image sets, the pixel-wise luminance of the familiar and unfamiliar face images were compared. T-tests conducted on the luminance value of each pixel revealed 18 pixels with significantly greater luminance for unfamiliar faces, and 2095 pixels with greater luminance for familiar faces (p < .001, uncorrected), out of approximately 102800 pixels per image, meaning only 2% of image pixels varied reliably between image sets. As can be seen in Fig. 1c , pixels with the greatest luminance difference between familiar and unfamiliar faces were relatively distant from fixation and unlikely to be informative of face identity.
The stimuli were presented foveally within a rectangle 5 Â 6.87 degrees of arc. Faces were presented upright or inverted 180
. Blocks consisted of faces presented for 60 s of periodic visual presentation with 50% on/off cycles at either 3.75 Hz, 6 Hz or 15 Hz. There were therefore three experimental factors: familiarity (familiar, unfamiliar), orientation (upright, inverted) and presentation frequency (3.75, 6, and 15 Hz). Both familiarity and orientation were blocked in this 2 Â 2 Â 3 design. For clarification, we use the term 'block' to describe 60 s stimulation periods used during data collection. We will use the term 'trial' for the 4 s epochs that are derived from dividing blocks into smaller units for analysis. During each block, faces were randomly chosen from the set of 100 familiar or unfamiliar face images and presented one at a time in a square wave fashion. Each block therefore included many faces (although of course this varied depending on presentation frequency). Participants performed a simple orthogonal task, namely to discriminate the number of times a face appeared with a green tint (1, 2 or 3 times) and respond using a key press. No feedback was given regarding accuracy. Note that each green face identity was consistent with the block condition (familiar or unfamiliar) and its duration was consistent with the presentation frequency, likely resulting in a slightly harder task in 15 Hz blocks compared to slower blocks. The green images were very infrequent and thus unlikely to influence neural processing in the frequency domain.
The Psychophysics Toolbox in Matlab was used to present the visual stimuli on a 24-inch LCD monitor with 60 Hz refresh rate. There were four 60 s blocks for each cell in our familiarity (2) x orientation (2) x frequency (3) design, resulting in 48 blocks for the whole experiment. Participants were offered small breaks between blocks. Previous findings show sufficient power exists to detect differences at this level of sampling (Nemrodov et al., 2015; Retter and Rossion, 2017; Rossion and Boremanse, 2011 ).
Familiarity ratings
To determine face familiarity for each participant individually, at the end of the experiment, participants were asked to rate their preexperiment familiarity of each stimulus in the set. Each face was presented individually on the computer monitor and participants rated its familiarity on a scale from 1 to 7. Face order was randomized. Responses were made using key presses.
EEG recording
Continuous EEG data were recorded using a BioSemi Active Two system (BioSemi, Amsterdam, Netherlands), digitized at a 512-Hz sample rate with 24-bit A/D conversion. The 128 electrodes were arranged according to the international standard 10-5 system for electrode placement (Oostenveld and Praamstra, 2001 ) using a nylon head cap. Online EEG was recorded using an active feedback circuit with the standard BioSemi Common Mode Sense (CMS) and Driven Right Leg (DRL) electrodes and no reference.
EEG preprocessing
EEG data analysis was performed offline using EEGLAB (Delorme and Makeig, 2004) . For preprocessing, bad electrodes were interpolated (N ¼ 1.21 per participant) and all data were re-referenced to the common average of 128 electrodes. A high-pass (0.1 Hz) and low-pass (100 Hz) zero-phase filter, and 60 Hz notch filter were then applied using the standard EEGLAB filters. No trials were excluded due to artifacts, as these do not affect SNR in frequency space to the degree that they do in the time domain. This is standard practice for EEG frequency-domain analyses (Rossion, 2014) . Additionally, our decoding approach is extremely adept at dealing with artifacts such as problematic trials (Grootswagers et al., 2017) . For each 60 s block, the first 2 s and last 2 s of data were discarded, and the remaining 56 s block was split into 14 Â 4 s epochs. Each epoch consisted of 60, 24 or 15 cycles (images) for the 15, 6, or 3.75 Hz frequencies, respectively. Splitting blocks into a smaller number of epochs is a technique used to allow sufficient trial numbers for the decoding analysis. The 56 epochs per condition were reduced to 28 'pseudotrials' by taking the mean of every two epochs to obtain a characteristic time course. The pseudotrial averaging technique was chosen for two reasons: (1) it allowed a more accurate representation of the periodic signal by reducing non-stimulus related EEG noise (Yeatman and Norcia, 2016) , and (2) averaging also improves classification accuracy (Grootswagers et al., 2017) . A discrete Fourier transform was applied to the pseudotrials using the FFT function in MATLAB, normalized for the 2048 time points (512 Hz sampling frequency x 4 s/epoch).
Univariate FFT analysis
For each condition and pseudotrial per participant, a signal-to-noise (SNR) baseline correction was applied to the FFT data using the Letswave 6 toolbox (http://nocions.webnode.com/letswave). SNR was calculated as the ratio between the amplitude of the relevant frequency bin and the mean of its 10 surrounding frequency bins, excluding the two neighboring bins and the most extreme bin, a typical baseline correction technique (Rossion, 2014 ). The mean SNR was then taken across all pseudotrials. The SNR at the corresponding frequency (15 Hz, 6 Hz or 3.75 Hz, depending on the image presentation rate) was analyzed.
Decoding analysis
To assess whether there might be subtle changes in the spatial distributions of evoked signal across electrodes that were not obvious in the gross univariate analyses, we used a classifier to decode between patterns of activity evoked by familiar faces relative to unfamiliar faces (familiarity decoding) and in a separate analysis, decode between upright and inverted faces (orientation decoding). A support vector machine (SVM) classifier was used to decode the neural activity evoked by the different stimuli types. Depending on the stimulus presentation frequency, the Fig. 1. a) Experimental design. Participants viewed 60 s blocks consisting of sequentially presented familiar or unfamiliar faces. Faces were presented at either 15 Hz, 6 Hz or 3.75 Hz in upright or inverted orientation. Participants had to count the number of faces that appeared with a green tint (1, 2 or 3 during the block). b) Mean images created from all familiar faces (left) and all unfamiliar faces (right). c) Pixels with significantly higher luminance for unfamiliar > familiar images (left) and familiar > unfamiliar images (right), p < .001, uncorrected.
amplitude at 15 Hz, 6 Hz, or 3.75 Hz was selected for each electrode. The FFT amplitudes for each electrode were used as features for classification. Data for each electrode were z-scored across all trials to standardize electrodes before classification.
For all analyses, two-way classification was performed to decode between familiarity (familiar/unfamiliar) or face orientation (upright/ inverted) for all levels of the other factors. Four-fold cross-validation was performed such that the training data per class for each fold were pseudotrials from 3 of the trimmed 56-s blocks (21 pseudotrials) and test data were pseudotrials from the remaining original 56-s block (7 pseudotrials). This cross-validation approach reduced the likelihood that correct classification would be inflated due to any inherent correlation between pseudotrials within the same block; in other words, the classifier had to generalize to different blocks.
Searchlight decoding
A searchlight decoding approach was used to elucidate clusters of electrodes that resulted in the best classification accuracy. This data driven approach allowed us to determine the topographic characteristics of the neural correlates of face familiarity and orientation at the different presentation frequencies. Although the focus was primarily on the familiar versus unfamiliar distinction, because the face inversion effect is so well-established, we include this here as a further benchmark to show the validity of the effects we obtain. That is, the orientation decoding analysis had the added advantage of allowing us to compare the effect of face inversion for familiar faces to that of unfamiliar faces.
For each of the 128 electrodes, all the surrounding electrodes within a distance of 60 mm were calculated using the Fieldtrip toolbox (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007) , resulting in 128 clusters (median ¼ 20 electrodes per cluster, min ¼ 8, max ¼ 23). Two-way classification was performed using each of these clusters and classification accuracy was averaged across participants.
Whole brain decoding
To compare classification accuracy across classes (e.g., familiarity decoding for upright versus inverted faces) within a given frequency, classification was performed using all 128 electrodes as features. Decoding accuracy was then assessed as a function of the face familiarity ratings from each participant (mean ratings for familiar and unfamiliar faces). We hypothesized that participants for whom the famous faces were rated as more familiar might have better separability between conditions and therefore more accurate decoding, particularly for the familiarity decoding analysis.
Cluster-based permutation testing
For both the univariate and multivariate results, significance was assessed using cluster-based permutation testing as implemented in the Fieldtrip toolbox (Maris and Oostenvald, 2007) . Cluster-based statistics were performed for all relevant pairwise comparisons (Familiar up vs Unfamiliar up ; Familiar inv vs Unfamiliar inv ; Familiar up vs Familiar inv ; Unfamiliar up vs Unfamiliar inv ). For each comparison, electrodes varying at the group level using an alpha level of .05 were considered in the cluster-based analysis, and clusters of neighboring candidate electrodes (min ¼ 2) were assessed for significance using 1000 permutations and comparing the cluster-level statistic (sum of t-values) to the null distribution. Cluster significance was assessed using two-tailed alpha ¼ .05 (alpha ¼ .025 per tail). In addition to the pairwise comparisons, the univariate SNR was statistically compared with 1 (noise level, which indicates that surrounding frequency bins had the same amplitude as the stimulation frequency) and the searchlight decoding results were statistically compared to 50% (chance decoding) to assess significance of the signals. For all presented results, the p-value from a cluster-based permutation test refers to significance of a single significant or near significant cluster that was identified using this method.
Results
Color task
On the orthogonal task, designed to ensure that participants were fixating and attending to the center of the screen, participants correctly identified the number of green faces well above chance. Accuracy was 87.50% in the 15 Hz, 95.39% in the 6 Hz and 92.76% in the 3.75 Hz image presentation trials. Within each of the presentation frequencies, there was no significant effect of face familiarity or orientation on accuracy of color change detection, Fs < 4.17, ps > .056. The findings demonstrate that participants were engaged in the orthogonal color detection task. Unsurprisingly, the 15 Hz blocks were slightly more challenging than slower frequency presentation blocks, though nonsignificantly.
Familiarity ratings
After completion of the EEG procedure, each participant completed familiarity ratings of every stimulus in the image set. On a scale from 1 to 7, participants rated the "familiar" famous faces (M ¼ 4.77, SD ¼ 1.26) to be more familiar than the "unfamiliar" faces (M ¼ 1.97, SD ¼ .82), t 18 ¼ 8.03, p < .001, indicating that the familiarity manipulation was successful. Although some participants may have developed familiarity with the unknown faces over the course of the experiment (albeit without any obvious semantic associations), the data show clear evidence that familiarity was significantly different between the two stimulus types.
For each participant, we calculated the difference between the familiarity ratings for familiar and unfamiliar faces. Participants were classified as having "high" familiarity with the experimental faces or "low" familiarity based on a median split of the difference scores (median ¼ 3.16; "high" M ¼ 4.00, "low" M ¼ 1.56). We consider the profile of familiarity rating below in conjunction with the EEG data.
Topography of responses
Fourier analyses revealed clear periodic EEG signal at the frequency of image presentation. As can be seen in Fig. 2a , the SNR frequency spectra revealed peaks at the fundamental frequency and its harmonics for the 15 Hz, 6 Hz and 3.75 Hz image presentation frequencies. EEG responses were strongest over occipito-temporal brain regions, but the spatial extent of the signal differed markedly depending on the presentation frequency (Fig. 2b) . Cluster-based permutation testing confirmed that SNR was significantly above 1 across the whole brain for all levels of frequency, familiarity and orientation, cluster ts > 503.65, ps < .001. The 15 Hz signal was strongest over mid-occipital regions, with the largest signal at electrode Oz, in line with previous studies, which have linked this presentation frequency to early visual cortex responses (Müller et al., 2006; Robinson et al., 2017) . In contrast, the 6 Hz and 3.75 Hz signals were consistent with lateral occipito-temporal responses. Visual inspection of the topographic distribution revealed that greater right than left lateralized responses were particularly evident for the 6 Hz frequency (largest signal at PO8). SNR for the 3.75 Hz frequency was largest at PO8 and there was a secondary cluster around PO7. These differences in topography suggest that the frequency manipulation was successful in tapping into different levels of face processing.
Due to the differences in the hypothesized results, as well as differences in topography, we analyzed the results from each presentation frequency separately. Also, because the 15 Hz condition had considerably more cycles (60) than the 6 Hz (24 cycles) and 3.75 Hz (15 cycles) conditions, including these in the same analysis is ill-advised.
To investigate the effect of face familiarity and orientation on the periodic signal, for each frequency, we conducted cluster-based permutation tests on the flicker SSVEP, comparing both familiar versus unfamiliar faces, and upright versus inverted faces. Next, we detail the searchlight decoding results for the same comparisons, and finally we summarize results of a whole brain multivariate decoding analysis for the familiarity and orientation comparisons. Given the large number of analyses and comparisons, we provide Table 1 as a summary of all the findings from both the univariate and multivariate analyses.
Univariate results
For the relevant pairwise comparisons (Familiar up vs Unfamiliar up ; Familiar inv vs Unfamiliar inv ), cluster-based permutation tests were used to compare the strength of the neural signal (SNR) at the presentation frequency.
Analysis at 15 Hz
As can be seen in Fig. 3 and in Table 1 , upright familiar faces had significantly stronger signal than upright unfamiliar faces, and this effect was particularly pronounced over central occipital regions, cluster t ¼ 163.42, p ¼ .002. There was no significant difference between inverted familiar and inverted unfamiliar faces, p > .050. Taken together, the 15 Hz results indicate that a familiarity effect is evident for upright, but not inverted faces.
Analysis at 6 Hz
In contrast to the 15 Hz results, cluster-based permutation tests revealed that upright familiar faces had marginally lower signal at 6 Hz than upright unfamiliar faces, particularly over right occipito-temporal regions, cluster t ¼ À28.71, p ¼ .055 ( Fig. 3; Table 1 ). Again, there was no significant difference between inverted familiar versus unfamiliar faces, cluster p > .05. These results indicate that familiar faces have a distinct neural signature at 6 Hz that is qualitatively different from that at 15 Hz.
Analysis at 3.75 Hz
The responses to faces presented at 3.75 Hz revealed no significant differences between familiar and unfamiliar faces, whether they were upright or inverted, ps > .05 ( Fig. 3; Table 1 ). This is in stark contrast to the results at the faster frequencies.
In summary, the univariate analysis of frequency tagged responses elicited by familiar and unfamiliar faces revealed differences in face processing that varied by the stimulation frequency. Notably, familiar faces had stronger signal at 15 Hz and marginally reduced signal at 6 Hz relative to unfamiliar faces and there was no difference at 3.75 Hz. Importantly, when present, the familiar versus unfamiliar comparisons yielded significant effects when the faces were upright, but not inverted, . From left to right, head maps correspond with responses to upright familiar faces, upright unfamiliar faces, inverted familiar faces, and inverted unfamiliar faces at the fundamental frequency. Noise level SNR is 1. Black dots indicate clusters of electrodes with significant signal SNR (above 1). All conditions showed significant signal at the image presentation frequency, ps < .001.
Table 1
Summary table for the difference between familiar and unfamiliar faces in terms of signal strength, decoding accuracy and familiarity ratings. "Univariate difference" pvalues are cluster-based statistics for the SNR difference between familiar and unfamiliar faces at the respective presentation frequencies. "Searchlight decoding" values are cluster-based statistics for decoding accuracy of familiar versus unfamiliar faces compared with chance (50%). "Decoding: High vs low familiarity" denotes difference between participants with low familiarity ratings and those with high familiarity ratings for whole brain familiarity decoding. Effects of familiarity were evident at all frequencies, but the patterns varied due to differences in the level of processing at each frequency. Familiarity effects were much more evident for upright faces than inverted faces. indicating that the familiar/unfamiliar differences were unlikely to be driven by low-level stimulus differences.
Multivariate decoding analysis
3.5.1. Analysis at 15 Hz Fig. 4 shows all multivariate results for the 15 Hz frequency. Searchlight decoding results for familiar versus unfamiliar faces revealed significant decoding at 15 Hz for upright faces, cluster t ¼ 64.62, p ¼ .010, and for inverted faces, cluster t ¼ 57.41, p ¼ .018. In a direct comparison of upright and inverted conditions, a cluster corrected permutation test revealed no significant differences between decoding for upright versus inverted faces, p ¼ .157. To establish if behavioral familiarity predicted decoding performance, the same familiarity decoding approach was performed on the whole brain data (all 128 electrodes). We assigned participants as having "high" or "low" familiarity with the experimental faces (see Methods). A 2 Â 2 ANOVA was conducted on the whole brain familiarity decoding results with factors of orientation (upright or inverted faces) and behavioral familiarity (high or low familiarity participants). This test revealed no significant main effects and no significant interaction, Fs < 1.22, ps > .287, η 2 G < .035. Overall, the 15 Hz analyses revealed substantial modulations of responses by familiarity, for the univariate amplitude difference and the searchlight decoding, which may be potentially explained by the small 2% difference in the image statistics. Findings from familiarity analyses are summarized in Table 1 .
In a secondary analysis, we tested for differences in decoding orientation, separately, for familiar and unfamiliar conditions. Classification was performed between upright and inverted faces. Using the searchlight approach, there was significant orientation decoding of both familiar and unfamiliar faces, ps < .001, and this was most pronounced over central occipital electrodes. There was no significant difference in orientation decoding for familiar and unfamiliar faces, p > .050. The whole brain decoding echoed these results, with significant orientation decoding for both familiar and unfamiliar faces, ts > 5.23, ps < .001. A 2-way ANOVA with repeated measures variable of familiarity and between measures variable of behavioral familiarity (difference between familiar and unfamiliar face ratings, based on a median split) revealed a marginal effect of face familiarity, F 1,16 ¼ 3.67, p ¼ .073, no significant main effect of behavioral familiarity, F 1,16 ¼ 2.82, p ¼ .112, and no interaction, F 1,16 < 1, p ¼ .978. Both upright and inverted faces therefore exhibited distinct and robust neural signatures at 15 Hz. Fig. 3 . Differences in SNR between familiar and unfamiliar faces. Black dots indicate clusters of electrodes with significant differences across conditions. At the 15 Hz frequency, SNR was larger for upright familiar faces than for upright unfamiliar faces. At the 6 Hz frequency, SNR was marginally lower for familiar faces. Finally, the 3.75 Hz frequency exhibited no effects of familiarity. There were no differences in SNR for inverted faces at any frequency. 
Analysis at 6 Hz
For the familiarity decoding analysis using the searchlight method (see Fig. 5 ), there was significant decoding for upright faces, p < .001, with the largest decoding accuracy for a cluster around electrode P4 (M ¼ 59.77%). There was also significant, albeit lower, classification for inverted faces, p ¼ .023, with maximum decoding centered at P10 (M ¼ 55.73%). Furthermore, familiarity decoding was greater for upright than inverted faces, but this did not quite reach significance at the cluster level, p ¼ .081. Using whole brain decoding to ascertain the effect of familiarity across orientation, a 2 Â 2 ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of face orientation, F 1,16 ¼ 11.26, p ¼ .004, η 2 G ¼ .157, such that decoding was higher for upright than inverted faces. There was no significant main effect of participant familiarity rating. There was a significant interaction, F ¼ 4.79, p ¼ .044, η 2 G ¼ .073, but follow up tests revealed no significant differences between high and low familiarity participants for upright (t 16 ¼ À1.30, p ¼ .212) or for inverted faces (t 16 ¼ .964, p ¼ .350).
There was also significant orientation decoding for both familiar and unfamiliar faces using the searchlight approach (ps < .001, see Fig. 5 ), but no significant difference between familiar and unfamiliar faces, p ¼ .149. This was surprising given the striking difference in the number of electrodes on which significant decoding was observed (Fig. 5C ) for upright relative to inverted conditions. For the orientation decoding analysis using all 128 channels, again decoding was significant for both familiar and unfamiliar faces, but there were no differences across face familiarity or behavioral familiarity, Fs < 1.56, ps > .230, η 2 G < .081. Overall, these results show that distinct neural signatures for familiar and unfamiliar faces were evident at 6 Hz, but only when the faces were upright. Effects of orientation were present for both familiar and unfamiliar faces, but with only marginally significant differences between them.
Analysis at 3.75
The familiarity decoding results at 3.75 Hz revealed a substantially different pattern (Figure 6 ). Searchlight analyses revealed significant familiarity decoding for upright faces (p ¼ .007), with maximal decoding over left occipitotemporal regions (M ¼ 59.12, electrodes P5 and PP05h). There was no significant decoding for inverted faces (p ¼ .140). However, a cluster corrected permutation test revealed no differences in decoding between familiarity conditions (p > .05). Whole brain decoding revealed a significant main effect of behavioral familiarity, F 1,16 ¼ 6.74, p ¼ .020, η 2 G ¼ 0.164. There was also a marginal interaction between behavioral familiarity ratings and orientation for familiarity decoding,
, such that familiarity decoding for upright faces was better for participants with "high" familiarity than those with "low" familiarity, t 16 ¼ 2.70, p ¼ .016. There was no difference in familiarity decoding between these participants for inverted faces, t 16 ¼ .49, p ¼ .628. Using a second approach to confirm the presence of this effect, a linear mixed effects analysis on the 3.75 Hz decoding results with fixed effects of orientation and behavioral familiarity scores similarly revealed a significant effect of behavioral familiarity, F 1,17 ¼ 5.14, p ¼ .037, such that larger familiarity scores were associated with higher classification between familiar and unfamiliar faces.
Orientation decoding for the 3.75 Hz presentation rate revealed significantly above chance decoding for both familiar and unfamiliar faces (ps < .001). Again, although decoding seemed to be reliable at greater number of individual electrodes for unfamiliar faces, there was ultimately no difference between orientation decoding for familiar and unfamiliar faces (p > .05). For the whole brain analysis, a 2 Â 2 ANOVA of face familiarity and behavioral familiarity scores revealed a significant main effect of behavioral familiarity such that participants with higher familiarity had better orientation decoding, F 1,16 ¼ 6.54, p ¼ .021, η 2 G ¼ .233. There were no significant main effects of familiarity and no significant interaction, ps > .626. Again, a linear mixed effects model revealed a significant effect of behavioral familiarity on decoding, F 1,17 ¼ 7.51, p ¼ .014, such that higher familiarity led to better face orientation decoding.
Overall, the results at 3.75 Hz revealed distinct patterns of neural activity in response to the familiar and unfamiliar faces for participants that were most familiar with the experimental faces. That is, 3.75 Hz Fig. 5 . Multivariate decoding results for 6 Hz frequency. a) Decoding familiar versus unfamiliar faces using searchlight method. Decoding accuracy was significantly above chance for both upright and inverted faces. b) Whole brain familiarity decoding results as a function of face orientation and participant familiarity ratings. c) Decoding upright versus inverted faces using searchlight method. Orientation decoding was better over posterior than frontal clusters. Black dots signify significant clusters of electrodes with above chance decoding. d) Whole brain orientation decoding results as a function of face familiarity and participant familiarity ratings. responses were more distinct for those participants who most familiar with the face identities in the "familiar" image set. Individual familiarity also influenced orientation decoding, suggesting that this frequency might tap into higher-level cognitive processes. The results from each statistical analysis at each presentation frequency are reviewed in Table 1 .
Discussion
The aim of the current study was to explore the extent to which distinct temporal patterns of neural activity emerge during the recognition of familiar and unfamiliar faces. Using a high-powered periodic visual stimulation paradigm (flicker SSVEP) at three frequencies (15, 6, and 3.75 Hz) , while concurrently recording scalp EEG, we showed that familiar and unfamiliar faces evinced distinct temporal processes at multiple frequencies. Furthermore, our searchlight decoding methods enabled us to characterize subtle changes in the patterns of electrophysiological activity across conditions, offering novel insights into the nature of representations mediating face perception.
The first key finding, as evident from the topographies (Fig. 2 ) and the profile of the signals, indicates that the three different frequencies of stimulus presentation evoked qualitatively distinct distributions of evoked power, replicating previous findings (Jacques et al., 2016) . While precise estimates of source generators cannot be made in the absence of high-quality source localization analysis, we offer speculations concerning which cortical regions might be implicated at the different frequencies. The 15 Hz signal, the fastest frequency, clearly drove responses most strongly over the most posterior central electrodes, perhaps reflecting activity in early visual cortex. In contrast, the 6 Hz presentations evoked bilateral posterior responses, with a bias toward the right hemisphere, perhaps implicating occipito-temporal regions such as the fusiform face area. The 3.75 Hz response also exhibited this posterior bilateral spatial pattern, but substantial activity was also evident in anterior electrode regions, perhaps implicating processing within the extended face network. These findings offer insights into the different temporal dynamics and spatial arrangements evoked by different frequencies.
In the univariate analyses, at 15 Hz, upright familiar faces evoked greater power than upright unfamiliar faces over central posterior electrodes, but this difference was not present when faces were inverted. A closer look at the activity pattern itself showed that there was no significant difference in familiarity (familiar/unfamiliar) decoding when faces were upright compared to inverted, or in orientation (upright/ inverted) decoding in familiar and unfamiliar face conditions. Decoding orientation, however, was possible within both familiar and unfamiliar face conditions. This suggests no difference in the spatial distribution of familiar and unfamiliar face responses, rather, the results point to a simple change in amplitude of the signal. Greater amplitude responses to familiar than to unfamiliar faces may reflect the classic effect of attention and with previous SSVEP studies showing that spatial and non-spatial attention enhances SNR (Müller et al., 2006; Norcia et al., 2015) . However, we cannot definitively establish attention as the mechanism driving this result, because we did not explicitly control and measure all aspects of attention in our paradigm. In fact, we observed a small difference in less than 2% of pixels between averaged stimuli of each condition, suggesting luminance differences alone may be responsible for this effect. If, however, attention is driving the increased response to familiar faces, we speculate that the difference in activity may reflect contributions from luminance sensitive neurons in early visual cortex. This mechanism could account for the qualitative differences between 15 Hz and the slower 6 Hz and 3.75 Hz conditions, suggesting effects from slower frequencies do not strictly reflect attention. Although presenting faces at 15 Hz likely precluded individuation of all face identities, participants may have recognized a few faces over the entire 1-min block, thereby enhancing attention to the stream of familiar, but not unfamiliar faces. Consistent with this interpretation, previous SSVEP research has shown that differentiated responses are elicited when detecting certain higher-level visual facial features such as expression or gaze at fast presentation frequencies.
In contrast, at 6 Hz presentation rate, familiar and unfamiliar face responses were successfully decoded, with more widespread decoding for upright than inverted faces. There was no relationship, however, between behavioral familiarity ratings and familiarity decoding performance. Although there were no significant differences between familiarity conditions, orientation was also successfully decoded within familiar and unfamiliar face conditions. Importantly, the univariate analysis showed that familiar faces evoked less power compared to unfamiliar faces at 6 Hz, possibly reflecting an adaptation response. This also suggests a qualitative separation between "fast" and "slow" processes that uniquely subserve familiar face recognition. At 6 Hz presentation rate, faces were presented once about every 170ms. As proposed by Rossion (2014) , 6 Hz power evoked by face presented at the same rate may reflect an aggregate of the same process as the N170 from individual faces. However, the N170 is not generally modulated by familiarity, and instead, likely reflects the structural encoding phases of face recognition. The results here may be inconsistent with this hypothesis since familiarity is successfully decoded when faces are presented at 6 Hz. Alternatively, the frequency tagging approach used here and more extensively by Rossion (2014) may have more power to detect subtle differences in face processing compared to traditional ERP approaches and the multivariate analytics might have contributed as well. Additionally, familiar face recognition might engage pattern recognition involving the co-occurrence of certain visual features in an orientation-invariant manner. This is quite likely to be an independent (or at least separable) effect from the cognitive aspects of recognition, because we know that recognition is disrupted when faces are inverted (Farah et al., 1995) . It seems plausible that learning an individual's face might specifically involve pattern recognition processes within FFA, in a similar way expertise influences activity in this region (Gauthier et al., 1999) .
Finally, when viewing faces at 3.75 Hz, there was no modulation of amplitude in our univariate analysis, different from what we predicted. However, familiarity decoding was possible for upright (strongest in the left and central posterior electrodes), but not inverted faces. The difference between upright and inverted conditions did not quite reach significance, despite the availability of longer processing time per image than the 6 Hz condition. Our analysis with familiarity ratings clearly shows an effect of pre-experiment familiarity with familiarity decoding at 3.75 Hz. That is, the data from individual participants who reported greater differences in familiarity between familiar and unfamiliar face identities, evinced better decoding than in those individuals who reported more similar familiarity ratings between stimulus groups. Interestingly, this interaction is present only when faces are presented at 3.75 Hz, and not at faster frequencies. This may also explain why no group differences in univariate amplitude comparisons were observed. That is, the signal evoked by 3.75 Hz presentation may simply be most sensitive to individual differences in behavior. The presence of this effect in the slowest frequency dovetails neatly with recent findings from familiar face recognition in the primate visual system showing that two regions in the anterior temporal lobe (within the extended face processing network) exhibit a non-linear response to accumulating high frequency information in familiar face recognition (Landi and Freiwald, 2017) . That is, as high spatial frequency information is added to a familiar, but not unfamiliar, face stimulus, only these two anterior temporal regions, and not more posterior regions, evince a sudden burst of activity once sufficient visual information is present, akin to sudden recognition of a familiar face. A similar finding was documented in the human temporal lobe and amygdala (Ramon et al., 2015) . Because these studies were conducted in the spatial domain (fMRI), it is difficult to make inferences in the temporal domain. Our results offer complementary insights into the temporal nature of this spatial non-linearity. That familiarity ratings correlated with decoding performance at the slowest presentation frequency, but not faster ones, despite significant decoding in 3.75 Hz, 6 Hz and 15 Hz frequencies, suggests there may be a non-linear relationship between processes that are underway within the first 260ms (3.75 Hz) compared to those instigated during the first 170ms (6 Hz).
Though the results here suggest a three-way dissociation between patterns of activity evoked by different presentation frequencies, an interpretational caveat remains. In the current paradigm, each sequential face stimulus essentially masks the one before it, presumably interrupting processing of the prior stimulus. Some suggest that SSVEPs reflect a linear superposition of individual evoked potentials (Capilla et al., 2011) , but evidence exists that non-linear effects contribute to the evoked responses measured in the frequency domain (Liu et al., 2010) . It is not clear to what extent top-down, or other intermediary processes continue after the next face is displayed. It is also important to note that neural processing of periodic images is not completely limited to the time of image presentation. Studies of rapid serial visual presentations (RSVP) have shown that it is possible to detect and discriminate certain targets during a visual stream, meaning that stimuli appearing for short durations can undergo high level processing, but that there are clear limitations to processing more than one stimulus in quick succession (e.g., the attentional blink: Shapiro et al, 1994) . A recent study showed that all images presented using RSVP could be reliably classified within early time windows (<150 ms), and activations of images temporally close to a target were sustained for longer periods of time, but that only targets elicited late selection activation (>300 ms) (Marti and Dehaene, 2017) . Therefore, periodic EEG responses, such as those observed here, might be influenced by selection of images for further processing and we cannot be certain about the degree to which an evoked response reflects activity occurring selectively within a given timeframe, or frequency. This may explain why familiarity appears to modulate 15 Hz responses, which predominate in electrodes over earlier visual cortex. This problem is not necessarily specific to frequency tagging, as the same challenge may be present in traditional ERP designs where stimuli are also presented sequentially, but typically at a slower rate.
There were also clear differences in hemispheric lateralization in our findings. In both 6 Hz and 3.75 Hz presentation frequencies, differences in the neural patterns evoked during familiar and unfamiliar face recognition were evident over bilateral occipitotemporal electrodes, despite stronger responses over the right hemisphere for all faces. These results are consistent with other studies of familiar face recognition. Pourtois et al. (2005) found that repetition of familiar faces across different viewpoints reduced BOLD activation in left middle temporal and inferior frontal cortex activity, while unfamiliar faces evinced the same effect, but only in the right hemisphere. The engagement of the left hemisphere may result from access to lexical or semantic information from the visual modality. Both proper-names and famous faces activate the left middle temporal gyrus more than common names (Gorno--Tempini et al., 1998) and lesions to left temporal-occipital lesions may be a result of a semantic impediment (Gainotti and Marra, 2011) . Consistently, an ERP study which used famous faces and an explicit naming task found broad recruitment of left hemisphere (Gosling and Eimer, 2011) . Taken together, these findings suggest that the current left and right hemisphere topography for familiar face decoding found reflect the contribution of visual and language/semantic processes.
Although the current study successfully distinguished between familiar and unfamiliar face recognition at multiple frequency stimulations, significant questions regarding the nature of familiar face processing remain. Familiar face recognition arises through experience. That is, novel faces are initially unfamiliar, but with some experience, become familiar. The neural processes which subserve this representational evolution or the microgenesis to familiarity remain unknown. Additionally, the current study used a large group of familiar and unfamiliar face identities, paired with an orthogonal task, rather than a small group of faces paired with the task of individuation. The results reported here, then, reflect large-scale differences along the visual hierarchy between familiar and unfamiliar face processing, rather than more naturalistic individuation during which representations of a single face unfold over time.
In conclusion, the current study explored differences in temporal processes recruited during familiar and unfamiliar face processing. Our approach utilized a combination of flicker SSVEP paradigm and searchlight decoding analysis of EEG data, representing a methodological advance over traditional ERP approaches. Using these methods, we showed a dissociation between responses to familiar and unfamiliar faces evoked at three presentation frequencies. These dissociations show that familiar and unfamiliar face recognition recruit distinct neural resources with distinct spatial distributions within multiple frequency streams, putatively linked to distinct contributions to face recognition.
